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Abstract 
An algorithm for the computation of the LU factorization over the integers of an 
n x n Bezoutian B is presented. The algorithm requires O(n’) arithmetic operations 
and involves integers having at most O(n log nc) bits, where c is an upper bound of 
the moduli of the integer entries of B. As an application, by using the correlations be- 
tween Bezoutians and the Euclidean scheme, we devise a new division-free algorithm for 
the computation of the polynomial pseudo-remainder sequence of two polynomials of 
degree at most n in O(n*) arithmetic operations. The growth of the length of the integers 
involved in the computation is kept at the minimum value, i.e., O(n log nc) bits, no mat- 
ter if the sequence is normal or not, where c is an upper bound of the moduli of the input 
coefficients. The algorithms, that rely on the Bareiss technique [2] and on the properties 
of the Schur complements of Bezoutians [4], improve the ones of [28,8,1]. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let u(x) = Cr& uixi E H[x] and u(x) = CL0 u$ E Z[x] be two polynomials 
of degree n and m, n 2 m, respectively, having integer coefficients. 
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The n x n Bezoutian B = B(u, u) = (biJ) E Znxn associated with U(X) and U(X) is 
defined by 
and tan be represented in the following form [18], 
(1.1) 
where we set Uj = 0 if j > m. Observe that the left-hand factors in the above 
matrix products are Hanke1 matrices, i.e., the entries in Position (i,j) are func- 
tions of i + j, while the right-hand factors are Toeplitz matrices, i.e., the entries 
in Position (i,j) are function of j - i. From this representation there follows 
that the entries of B(u, v), that are bilinear functions in the coefficients of 
U(X) and v(x), tan recursively be computed by means of the formula 
bij+l = bi+lj + uivj - Uiuj (1.2) 
complemented with the initial conditions bi,o = b,+lj = 0. Vice versa, given the 
entries of a Bezoutian B, it is possible to compute the coefficients of two poly- 
nomials U(X) and u(x) such that B = B(u, u) [5]. In particular, the last row of B, 
i.e., u,[uO . . . v,,-~ 1, provides the degree m as well as the coefficients of v(x), 
up to the multiplicative factor u,. 
Bezoutians play an important role in many diverse fields of numerical and 
symbolic computing because of their connections to system-theoretic concepts 
like stability and signature-symmetric realizations (see [19,10,21,22,24]). These 
relations make possible to treat Problems arising from Signal processing and 
control theory as an integral part of linear algebra. In this way, the efficient re- 
cursive evaluation of a triangular factorization of B becomes a central compu- 
tational issue. 
Many fast algorithms, that is, requiring 0(n2) arithmetic operations, have 
been developed for the triangularization of Bezoutians with entries over a field 
[24]. However, these methods generally suffer from potential instabilities which 
occur when ill-conditioned submatrices are encountered. 
In this Paper we address the stability Problems by using exact integer arithme- 
tic. That is, we develop a fast fraction-free procedure which reduces B into trian- 
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gular form by means of ring operations and exact divisions only. Our approach 
yields a symbolic method for the inversion of B that tan be used for the develop- 
ment of fast inversion algorithms for other structured matrices such as Toeplitz 
and Hanke1 ones [12,15]. Further, our procedure tan be described as a matrix 
analogue of some variant of the Euclidean algorithm applied to u(n) and v(x): 
o(x) = u(x), r,(x) = u(x), 
ri-l (X) = ri(X)qi(x) - ri+l (x), i= l,...,L, (1.3) 
where -r,+l (x) is the remainder of the division of r;_r (x) and P-~(X), and Q(X) is 
the greatest common divisor (gcd) of U(X) and u(x). The sequence {ri(x)}~& is a 
polynomial remainder sequence (prs) of U(X) and V(X). 
The sub-resultant theory (see [7,9,25]) is the fundamental tool for computing 
any prs over an integral domain rather than on a field. The construction and the 
divisibility properties of sub-resultants are generally stated in terms of determi- 
nantal relations. Differently, we feel that it is extremely illuminating to see the 
sub-resultant chain computation as an effective tool for the fast symbolic recur- 
sive inversion of structured matrices. A similar matrix approach has been already 
considered in [ 1,8,13,28] but our method reaches better complexity estimates. 
A first well-known noticeable property relating Bezoutians with Euclid’s al- 
gorithm raises from the question of checking the relative primeness of two 
polynomials. Clearly, this tan be done by computing the greatest common di- 
visor by means of the celebrated Euclidean scheme (1.3). A different matrix ap- 
proach that goes back to MacDuffee [26] is based on the fact that U(X) and U(X) 
are relatively Prime if and only if det(u(F,)) # 0, where F, denotes the Fro- 
benius matrix associated with U(X), 
(1.4) 
. . . . . . -4-1 J 
From Barnett’s decomposition [19], 
B(u, 0) = B(u, l)r+?J (1.5) 
it holds that MacDuffee’s condition is equivalent to the non-singularity of the 
Bezoutian B(u, u). 
Another important property relating Bezoutians and the Euclidean scheme 
concerns the concept of Schur complement. Assume we are given a matrix A 
partitioned into four blocks Ajj, i, j = 1,2, where Ai,1 is k x k and non-Singular. 
The Schur complement of Al,l in A is the matrix S = Az.* - AZ,IA;;A1,2 that is 
obtained in one step of block Gaussian elimination. 
To our knowledge, the relations between the Schur complements of B(u, u) 
and the polynomials generated by Eq. (1.3) have not been completely under- 
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stood in the literature and no clear Statement tan be found until the Paper [4] 
where the authors have shown that the computation of the Euclidean scheme 
tan indeed be reduced to computing a block triangular factorization of the ma- 
trix B = J,,B(u, v)J,,_ Here and hereafter J, is the n x n permutation matrix with 
unit anti-diagonal entries. Such reduction relies on the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. The k x k leading principal sub matrix jk of 8 = J,B(u, v)J,, is 
non-Singular ifand only if there exists i, 1 < i < L, such that k = mi = n - deg ri(x). 
Moreover, the Schur complement S,,,, E ~2(*-“‘~)~(~-“‘~) of h,, in b satisjies 
sm, = J+,B(ri, ri+l)Jn-m,r 1 < mi < n. 
Taking advantage from this structure-preserving property of the Schur com- 
plement, a block Gaussian elimination algorithm, applied to permuted Bez- 
outians, tan be implemented at the tost of O(n*) arithmetic operations [4]. A 
suitable variant of this process yields both a lower triangular matrix L with 
Toeplitz “stripes” of widths mi+l - mi, defined by the coefficients of the remain- 
ders, and a block diagonal matrix D with Hanke1 diagonal blocks of sizes 
I>zi+r - mi, defined by the coefficients of the quotients, such that B = LDLT. 
The computation of this latter factorization by means of a divide-and-tonquer 
approach leads to the fastest parallel implementation of the Euclidean scheme 
over any field of constants [4,14]. 
Although a simple modification of the block Gaussian elimination process 
tan be applied in Order to keep the computation over an integral domain leav- 
ing unchanged the structures of L and D, it tan be easily observed that the 
block strategy does not allow us to efficiently control the growth of the coeffi- 
cients length. 
To our knowledge, all the existing fast algorithms for computing a block 
factorization of Bezoutians and other related structured matrices (say, Hanke1 
and Toeplitz), over integral domains, suffer from the occurrence of jumps of 
Order O(n). In fact, in this Situation, the bit length of the coefficients typically 
grows as O(n* log n). This is the main computational draw-back that makes 
the algorithms of this kind inefficient when large jumps are encountered. 
In this Paper we develop a new method, based on Proposition 1.1 and on the 
Bareiss fraction-free elimination scheme [2], for the triangularization of h over 
the integral domain Z. The resulting algorithm performs n - 1 Single elimina- 
tion Steps independently of the rank Profile of 8. In this way the internal struc- 
ture both of the stripes of L and of the blocks of D is spoiled. Nevertheless, we 
prove that the structural invariance of the Bezoutian under the Schur comple- 
mentation still holds if the Bareiss variant of Gaussian elimination is applied. 
Based on this key property, we prove that the LU factorization of 6 tan be 
computed with O(n2) arithmetic operations, and that the bit length of the in- 
termediate values of the computation grows at most as O(n(log nc)), where 
c is an upper bound of the moduli of the coefficients of u(x) and v(x). Both 
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the bounds on the arithmetic tost and on the length of the integers generated 
by the algorithm are optimal. 
As an application of our algorithm we present a new fraction-free implemen- 
tation of the Euclidean scheme computation which delivers the (integer) coef- 
ficients of all the pseudo-remainder sequence, in O(nZ) arithmetic operations 
between O(n log (nc))-bit integers, no matter the polynomial remainder se- 
quence is normal or not. Our approach tan also be used for the computation 
of the sub-resultant chain since we Show that the computed pseudo-remainders 
coincide with the sub-resultants up to a suitable scaling factor. 
Our algorithm tan be directly extended to polynomials with coefficients over 
more general integral domains [3], and used, say, for computing the inertia of a 
bi-variate polynomial (compare [ 111). 
Another extension is obtained by replacing the polynomials u(x) and V(X) 
with power series. In this case the Bezoutian, as well as its Schur complements 
are infinite matrices associated with a power series remainder sequence, as de- 
fined in [8]. 
As a by-product, from the LU factorization of j we obtain a triangular fac- 
torization of the Sylvester matrix that tan be used for certain polynomial com- 
putations. 
The Paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we revisit the Bareiss variant 
of Gaussian elimination and prepare the tools for the analysis of the LU fac- 
torization of the Bezoutian. In Section 3 we describe and analyze our algorithm 
for the LU factorization over H of the matrix fi. In Section 4 the polynomial 
Version of the algorithm for the computation of the polynomial remainder se- 
quence is presented and analyzed. Section 5 contains some extensions and fur- 
ther applications. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us begin by reviewing the Bareiss modification of Gaussian elimination 
for matrices with entries over the integers [2]. Although this variant is usually 
derived from certain determinantal equalities, in this section we prefer to des- 
cribe the resulting elimination process in terms of generalized Gauss transfor- 
mations. This makes clear how Bareiss scheme extends to the general case 
where a permutation strategy is performed. 
For the Sake of simplicity, assume that A E E”“” is a strongly non-Singular 
matrix, i.e., for any j such that 1 < j < n, the j x j leading principal submatrix 
Aj of A is non-Singular. It is well known from linear algebra that we may reduce 
the matrix A = A(O) = (a/g’) into upper triangular form by using Gaussian elim- 
ination. That is, we apply a sequence of transformations to A(O), 
A(O) _..+ Ac’) + . . , e..+ Ac”-‘1, 
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in such a way that Ac”-‘1 . 1s an upper triangular matrix. Specifically, we find that 
AW = M&‘) (2.1) 
where Mk is an elementary matrix (Gauss transformation) defined by 
Mk = In - zkeiJ, TE = (ap-’ [ OT af+;!k . . . a(k;l) )  0 E hk. 1 
Here and hereafter ej denotes the jth column of the identity matrix Zn of Order 
n. 
Eq. (2.1) leads to the following rule for Gaussian elimination 
Jk> = $-l) 
&1) 
‘J ‘J 
l,k a (k-l) 
(k-l) kJ ’ k+l<i<n, k+l<j<n, (2.2) 
ak,k 
which is applied for k = 1,2, . . , n - 1. The entries afi” are referred to as the 
Pivots. This formula clearly Shows that the elimination process produces frac- 
tions and, therefore, the entries of the matrix Ack) at the hth step generally be- 
long to the quotient field Q. 
However, the update Eq. (2.2) tan be suitably modified in Order to perform 
all the computations over the integral domain Z without moving to the quo- 
tient field. The resulting computational scheme is due to Bareiss [2] who also 
proposed extensions to more general integral domains [3]. 
Let us introduce the cumulative elimination matrix Ek, k 2 1, such that 
Ek = f&Ek-, = (1, - rkek)_!?_i, E,, = In, (2.3) 
which satisfies 
Ek.4 = Ack), l<k<n-1. (2.4) 
In the view of the echelon form of Ack), we easily find that the vectors ejk) E Q’, 
l<i<n--1, consisting of the first i entries in the (i + 1)-st row of Ek are such 
that 
(ejk))T&in{i,k) = - [ ai+l,l . , ai+l,min{i.k} ] . (2.5) 
Since A is strongly non-Singular, the rows of Ek are uniquely specified as the 
solutions of the above linear Systems. 
Replacing the solutions of Eq. (2.5) with the corresponding Cramer solu- 
tions 
(ejk))TAmin(i,k) = - det(Amin{i,k)) [ ai+l,l . . . ai+l,min{i,k) ] (2.6) 
is the key to obtain an elimination procedure which works over Z. The matrix 
& whose rows are defined by the vectors er’ tan be written as 
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where 
DO = I,,, Dk = Diag[l, det Ai,. . . , det Ak-,, det Ak,. . . , det Ak]. 
The Bare& triangularization scheme relies on computation of the sequence 
A = j(o) + j(r) _+ . . . + jkl), 
where 
&A = i@) = (a!?) 
'J ' 
l<k<n-1. (2.7) 
For 1 6 k < n - 1, from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.7) there follows that 
This gives the fraction-free elimination scheme 
+l)$-C 
a!k> = akk IJ 
_ a!Wa(kT’) 
4 kJ 
IJ -(k-2) > k+l<i<n, k+l<j<n, (2.9) 
ak- 1 ,k-l 
which is applied for k = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, with the initial condition ao o ^(FI) = 1. 
As we know, the assumption about the non-singularity of the leading prin- 
cipal submatrices of A tan be removed. In practice, for a generic matrix A, the 
rule (2.9) should be complemented with a suitable pivoting strategy which has 
to be applied whenever ak,k - . A( -l) 0 The resulting algorithm will reduce a per- 
muted Version of A into upper triangular form by means of ring operations 
and exact divisions only. 
The arithmetic tost of the Bareiss algorithm is the same as the one of Gauss- 
ian elimination, i.e., 0(n3) arithmetic operations. We may easily compute an 
upper bound to the Boolean tost if we estimate the bit-length of the integers 
involved in the computation. In fact, if v(m) denotes the Boolean tost of the 
multiplication of m-bit integers and m(n) is the maximum length of the integers 
involved in the computation, then 0(n3v(m(n))) is an upper bound to the Bool- 
ean complexity of the Bareiss variant of Gaussian elimination. Now, m-bit in- 
teger multiplication tan be performed with the customary algorithm at the tost 
v(m) = O(m2), or by means of Karatsuba algorithm [6] at the tost O(m“‘Q ‘). 
The algorithm of Schönhage-Strassen [29], based on FFT, reaches the best 
known complexity bound V(M) = O(nz log m log logm), but with a larger 
overhead factor. In the current multi-precision packages like CMP, the 
GNU Multi Precision package, all of the three algorithms are implemented 
and applied according to the length of the operands. 
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Relation (2.6) is the key to analyze the growth of the length of L$) and con- 
sequently, the Boolean tost of Bareiss’ algorithm. In fact, using Hadamard’s 
inequality, we see that the length of the entries of Ek is bounded by 
O(k log kc) where c is an upper bound on the magnitude of the entries of 
the starting matrix A. From (2.7) there follows that the same estimates hold 
for the entries of A@), whence we have m(n) = O(n log nc). 
In conclusion, we are able to reduce a generic matrix A E Znx’ into its upper 
triangular form using the Bareiss integer-preserving transformation algorithm 
at the Overall tost of O(n3v(n log E)) Boolean operations. In Section 3 we will 
explain how it is possible to improve this complexity bound in the case where 
the matrix A has the structure of a Bezoutian of two polynomials with integer 
coefficients. 
3. Triangularization of Bezoutians 
In this section we introduce and analyze a division-free algorithm for com- 
puting a triangular factorization of the permuted Bezoutian 8 = J,,BJ,, over the 
integers. We adjust the Bareiss integer-preserving transformation algorithm ap- 
plied to i in Order to exploit the structural properties of this matrix. We give an 
inductive description of the procedure, where the structure and the properties 
of the matrices involved are described step by Step. Denote with 
the sequence of matrices generated by our algorithm, where BC”-‘) is upper tri- 
angular. In particular we focus our attention on the construction of the trans- 
formation that maps B(ml) to B(mS+l), where mi, i = 0,. . . ,L - 1, (MO = O,S,, 
= g), are defined as in Proposition 1.1. This reduction is accomplished by 
means of Single Steps of the Bareiss scheme complemented with a suitable piv- 
oting strategy. The first result is concerned with the invariance of the structure 
of matrices which the elimination process is applied to. 
Proposition 3.1. Let us assume that, for k = mi, 0 $ i < L - 1, there exists a 
matrix & E ZnX” of the ferm 
such that 
E,jj = g(k) zz (jgkJ) = 
T(k) W(k) 
IJ 
[ 1 
0 Q(k) ’ (3.1) 
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where Tck) E Zkxk is upper triangular and Qck) E Z(“-k)x(“-k). Then Qck) coincides 
with th<(ptur complement S,,,, dejined in Proposition 1.1, up to the multiplicative 
factor bk,kW . 
Proof. Partition the matrix b as ^ j = j.j(w = Bk Gk 
[ 1 GT ck ’ ck E ~W++-k) 
From Eq. (3.1) we obtain the following two matrix equations 
D(k)jk + $k-l)~r = 0 
k,k k ) 
Dck)Gk + @;‘jc”ck zz Qtk). 
Since Bk = 8,, is non-Singular in the light of Proposition 1.1, the former equa- 
tion yields 
D(k) = _b’k-‘)GTIj-1 
k,k k k 
and replacing this expression in the latter provides 
bt;‘)(c, - G;bklGk) = Qck). 
This means 
In other words, Q(“i), has the structure of a permuted Bezoutian associated 
with the polynomials ri(x) and ri+l (x) of degree n - mi and n - mi+i, respective- 
ly, defined in Eq. (1.3). In particular, from Eq. (1.1) there follows that the 
(rn;+i - mi) x (mi+i - mi) leading principal submatrix of Q(“j) is a non-Singular 
lower triangular (with respect to the anti-diagonal) Hanke1 matrix. 
Now, consider the Problem of determining B *(m8+i) from 8crnl). This issue tan 
be addressed by using scaled Gauss transformations applied to the matrix Qck), 
m,<k<m+l - 1, only. We focus our attention on the integer preserving trans- 
formation which yields Q(“i+l) from Q(“g)_ To be more specific, let Qrni) denote 
the (n - mi) x (n - mi) matrix obtained by permuting the rows of Q(“i) in the 
following way 
(jcrn’) = [ Jm’;-mi I _’ 
n m,+i 
] Q(W) = f@,,) (3.3) 
It tan easily be Seen that the (mi+i - 
matrix (Q(“‘)) _ of Q(“‘) 
mi) x (mi+l - mi) leading principal sub- 
4+1 m, is a non-Singular upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
This fact strongly simplifies the triangularization process. Moreover, the per- 
mutation J,,,+,_,,,, introduced in this way does not affect the sought LU factor- 
ization. In fact, the Schur complement of (Q(“i’),,+,_,, in Qcmi) coincides with 
s m,+, up to a suitable scaling factor. This is the key Observation that allows 
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us to apply the integer preserving transformation keeping unchanged the Bez- 
out structure of the Schur complement. In this way, by virtue of Proposition 
1.1, we obtain that Q(“i+l) is specified by its first row or column. 
Let us analyze more closely the transformation that provides the first row of 
Q(“‘a+l) from that of Q cml). In the view of Eq. (2.8) the modified Gauss elementa- 
ry matrices M,,,, , Mm,+2, . . . , km,+, , involved in the sequence of transformations 
E &++ 
are given by 
A-&+, = 
[ 
I m;’ 0 
~m~+l n-Pl-1 I 1 
where 
$4) 
m,+l,m,+l 
am,+1 = ^ 
p-1) ’ 
0 E Z”z+’ 
m,.mr 
and, for 2 < j < mi+l - mi, by 
0 
h(m,+j-l) 
m,+l+l,mi+j 
&(m+j-1) 
n,m,+j 
'L,+j 
~h+~-2) ’ 
m,+J-l,m,+j-1 
with 
$%+i-i>, 
01 W+J,W+J 
m+j = &(m,tj-2) 
> 0 E Z”~” 
m,+J-l,m,+j-1 
If we set 
Em,+, = M$+, . . . ant+l 
Eh) 0 
PD(““)P 
‘ 1 
i$‘;;l)In_,i ’ 
where P denotes the permutation matrix of Eq. (3.3), then we find that 
I 0 ani+, m’[ 1 0 P 
B = $m,+l) (3.4) 
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Proposition 3.2. We have that 
Li 0 0 
M m,+t . ’ 4k,i+, = 0 Dm,+,-,, 
[ 
0 > 0 * al:=im’Lm,+, , 1 
where 
D,*+,_,, = Diag [l, a,L+l, . . . , a~:~,-m’-‘]. 
Proof. By recalling that @“‘,), as defined by Eq. (3.3), is an upper triangular 
Toeplitz matrix with diagonal entries equal to bc$m,+l, we obtain that 
g(W+~-C, = a 
%+J>m,+J F?li+J-~b~!~~f~,+j-] > 2 <.i 6 mi+i - mi, 
which gives 
%,+j = amL+j-l, 2 6 j < mi+l - mi. ??
In this way, it tan be shown that the matrix &,+, has the same structure as 
&,,, , and the diagonal entries ß,,+j, 1 < j < mi+r - mi + 1, in Position mf + j of 
the matrix &,,,+, are such that 
*cmi Proposition 3.3. Assume that b,,,,; ‘) = det(&); then, for 1 6 j < mi+l - mi + 1, 
ß,,+j coincides with the determinant of the (mi + j - 1) x (mi +j - 1) leading 
principal submatrix of I 0 
[ 1 kJ k 
In particular, we find that ßmi+j E ZL 
Proof. From Eq. (3.1) we have that, for 16 h < mi+l - rni +- 1, 
Putting together the relations obtained for h = 1 and h =j, it follows that 
w - u = It.4~ puv 0 = Ow Jas ‘zu aaBap SJ! SR IlaM st? (Y)R% = (x)IJ30 sluag 
-3aoD la%aluy ay, puy ‘ co)g 30 ~01 WIy ay) 30 uoyadsuy $Da.up B 30 suBaw Aa . ” 
.Apo suoytilado MO.I Aq 8 ~uo.13 pauy 
-90 uXuz 3 cr_g xy~w .~eIn%wy laddn UE 30 sagua la8avy $1 :jndvzo 
*(x)n pur! (x)n sle!wouLIod aqn 30 sluayga 
-03 ayl ‘LIaAgeuJalIv .LIaAgDadsal ‘zu < u ‘zu pw u aa.Sap 30 s$uapgao3 IaZial 
-uy ~I!M sla!wouLIod oh) aJv (x)n put? (x)n alayM ‘u,uz 3 f(n ‘n)gr = cojg = g 
ut?pnoza~ palnurrad ay$ 00 SMOJ tu - u w~y ay$) 30 sayua ay) :inh.dz " 
.suegnozaa 30 uoy~zpeIn8ue!~~ aaq-uog3EJd -1 ruqg.io~~ 
.uoy2u!u.uIa uyssnt?D pamwws 30 110s 
E Qsn Aq u1.103 .wIn8wg laddn SJ! OW! g ueynozaa pawwad e su~103sut?~1 
J”yl UIT#!.IO8It! aaq-uoy3w3 %U!MOIIOJ ayi uyqo AII”UI3 aM ‘ABM sy1 UI 
“+‘Qv Lq 33aI ayl uo (,_c+lwg 8u~LIdgInw Aq paaold aq URD aeInwo3 asayJ ” 
a$ndruoD ‘%u - ~+‘zu ( . . . ‘2 = [ 103 ‘as!maylo 
uw aaInrmo3 8uyoIIo3 ayl ‘c,8u,a xgetu 
ayl u! ‘ugy~[+%u "'l&fGq sagua ” 
:pasn aq 
‘LIpu03as ‘puf! I+!+lw $j Aq cg,j~ 30 ~01 IS-( I + .ri, aql Qdg[nw ‘~Iwud : 1 qw 
%U!MOIIOJ aqJ30 sueatu Lq sdals OMI KII s.Ia%al 
-u! ay$ IaAo paruJo3lad Lpuapy3a aq UBD 
ayl ‘aDuaH . 1”up Lq pagdgnw 
cc+&j 30 ~01 wy ayJ30 uoge)ndtuo~ 
,l,,a 30 Mo1 Is-(1 + .!-) av kq UaAg st [,llu)a 30 
. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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Initialize S$&i’ = 1, i = 0. 
While mi+i < n do: 
31 
Let the (mi + l)-st row of B(“-l) be equal to the first row of Q(“‘l) (compare 
(3.1)). If mi+l > mi + 2, then evaluate the rows mi + 2 through mi+i of B(“-‘) 
by recursively applying Rule 1 for the computation of the first row of Q@g+J) 
with 1 <j<mi+i - 1. 
Determine the first row of Q(mi+l) by means of Rule 2. Let J+2(x) E Z[x] be 
the polynomial whose coefficients are given by the entries of such row. 
If J+~(x) = 0 or deg(J+2(x)) = 0, then set rni+2 = n. The rows mi+i + 1 
through mi+Z of &+‘) are defined by those of Q(“‘+“. 
Otherwise, if deg@+2(x)) > 0, then set mi+2 = n - degV;+2(x)) and denote as 
Ic~+~(x)) # 0 the leading coefficient of Jf2(x). Construct the row 1 through 
mi+2 - mi+i + 1 of 
Qh’ = l 
lcLti+1 (x)) Jn-q+,Bti+~ rh+2)Jn-m,,, 
by means of formula (1.2). 
Seti=i+l. 
Concerning the tost analysis of this algorithm? we first observe that the com- 
putation of the rows mi + 1 through mi+i of #“-‘) requires O((mi+, - m,)n) 
arithmetic operations. This yields the Overall arithmetic tost of O(n2) opera- 
tions and, therefore, our algorithm is asymptotically optimal in the arithmetic 
model of computation. Moreover, if c is an upper bound on the magnitude of 
the entries of B, then, from Proposition 3.3 it follows that the length of the in- 
tegers involved in the computation is 0(n( log x)) bits. Hence, the Overall 
Boolean tost is O(n2v(n log nc)), where v(m) denotes the Boolean tost of mul- 
tiplication of m-bit integers. 
4. Sub-resultant chain computation 
So far we have Seen how a permuted Bezoutian JB(u, u)J tan efficiently be 
reduced into upper triangular form by means of a fraction-free elimination 
scheme. In this section we make use of this result in Order to develop a new al- 
gorithm for the computation of a polynomial remainder sequence, generated 
by U(X) and by u(x), over the integral domain E. 
A sequence of polynomials jJ(x)}f=, is a prs of fO(x) # 0 and fi (x) # 0 over 
the integral domain D if L 2 1, J(x) E D[x] and 
Pi-iJ-i(x) = zi(x)f;(x) - Yi-iJ+l(x)> l 6 i 6 L? (4.1) 
where 
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ti(X) EDbI, &d_fXx)) =~i > Vi+l, Pi,Yz ED\ (0)) f~+l(X) ~0. 
If h(x), fi(x) E Z[x], then, setting pi_, = (lc(J(~)))~~~l-‘~+~ and yi_, = -1, 
where lccf(x)) d enotes the leading coefficient of f(x), we define the process 
of pseudo-divisions (4.1), which always yields a pseudo-quotient ti(x) and a 
pseudo-remainder J+i (x) with integer coefficients. It is well known that the se- 
quence generated in this way may suffer from an exponential growth of the 
length of the coefficients. This may make the algorithm unusable for the large 
Boolean tost. 
Throughout this section we will assume that jö(x) = U(X) E E[x] and 
fi (x) = u(x) E Z[x], that is, we are considering prs of u(x) and u(x). By choosing 
pi = yi = 1, we obtain the Euclidean scheme (1.3) for the computation of a prs 
{yi(x)}~zo over the quotient field D = Q. Other different selections of the ratio- 
nal values of pi and yi, give polynomial remainder sequences u(x), u(x), 
fz(x), . . . ,fL(x) in which the previous one tan be embedded up to similarity. 
Specifically, let f(x), g(x) E D[x], f(x) and g(x) are called similar 
cf(x) - g(x)) iff there exist a, b E D \ (0) such that uf(x) = hg(x). As a special 
case f(x) and g(x) are associates (j(x) = g(x)) iff they are similar and the co- 
efficients of similarity are units, i.e., elements of D with a multiplicative inverse 
in D. Then, it tan be easily seen that Y~(x) - J(x) and, therefore, fL(x) is a sca- 
lar multiple of the gcd of U(X) and U(X) computed over Q. 
The Problem we are mainly interested is the fast computation of a prs of U(X) 
and V(X) over the integral domain D = Z. The resulting Boolean tost clearly 
depends on the coefficient growth which tan be kept down by removing great- 
est common divisors. However, gcd computations are generally expensive and 
so they should be avoided. An alternative approach which does not require gcd 
computations consists of performing pseudo-divisions whereby factors known 
to exist are systematically removed from the coefficients of the pseudo-remain- 
ders. 
The fundamental theorem of sub-resultants (see [7,9,25]) relates by similarity 
a prs of u(x) and u(x) with the sub-resultant chain of U(X) and u(x) defined as 
follows. The (n + m) x (n + m) resultant or Sylvester matrix of U(X) and u(x) is 
given by 
kl . . . uo 
ui? . . UO 
u 
.Yo = vm . . . vo = 
[ 1 v ’ 
(4.2) 
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where U E ZmX(“+m) and V E Znx(n+m). For k, 0 <k < m, let 9’~ be the subma- 
trix of 9’0 obtained by deleting the last k of the m rows of U, the last k of the n 
rows of V, and the last 2k + 1 columns excepting column m + n - k - i. The 
polynomial Q(X) E Z[x] defined by 
Q(X) = 5 det(Yi,k)xi, 
i=O 
is called the kth sub-resultant of U(X) and u(x). 
Consider the sub-resultant chain U(X), U(X), s,,-~ (x), . . . ,so(x). The funda- 
mental theorem of sub-resultants establishes for any prs {f;(~)}~=~ of U(X) 
and U(X) over Q with deg(J(x)) = vi and ci = lcV;(x)), that 
s&) = 0, O<k<qL or Vi <k < yli_l - 1, 2<i<L. 
Moreover, the coefficients of similarity in Eq. (4.3) are given explicitly in 
terms of pi and yi of Eq. (4.1). Specifically, for 2 <j < L, we have [25], 
By applying these results to the Euclidean prs Eq. (1.3), we easily find that 
{ 
j-2 
sq,(X) = ~(-1)“-rJI(lC(~i+~(X))~‘-qi+2 rj(X), 
i=O 1 
(4.4) 
1 
j-2 
s ‘I,_,-‘(x) = ~(-1)~~-~~-~+1(lc(~~+* (x))ql-Q+2 
i=O 1 
X (lC(rj-l(X))-q’-‘+qJ+‘~j(X)r (4.5) 
where 
PJi=?l-??li, O<i<L. (4.6) 
Similar relations also hold for the polynomial sequence provided by Algorithm 
1 for reducing JB(u, v)J into an upper triangular form. 
From now on {J(x)}~=~ is the polynomial sequence where fo(x) = U(X), 
fi (x) = u(x) and h(x) E E[x], 2 < i 6 L, is the polynomial of degree n - mi 
whose coefficients are determined by the entries of the first row of Q(“‘-1) (com- 
pare with step 2 of the Algorithm 1). In the view of (3.2), we have 
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^(m, 1) .L+I (x) = bmi;i, lC(ri(x))ri+l (x). 
Moreover, by using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9, we obtain that 
m,-l -m, 
@mi+i) = &(mi-l’S 
m,,m, m,+1 
ZZ jJm,+l-l> mi+, ,mi+, Sm1+, i 
which implies 
(4.7) 
b”:i, = (lC(ri(X))lC(Yi+1 (X)))m’+‘-mib(l:~i’). 
By induction, we then find that 
i-2 
$m,-l> = Uri---  
mi m n n(lC(rj+l (X)))m’+2-mJ (lC(ri(X)))“‘-“‘-’ . 
j=O 
Replacing this expression into relation (4.7), this results in 
f&!&l = {’ fj(lc(rj+l (x)))mI+2-mj 1 (lC(~j(X)))mi-m’~‘+‘~i+~ (X)y ” j=O (4.8) 
for 1 < i < L - 1. Putting Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8) together, we finally arrive at 
the next proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. For the polynomiul sequence ~$x)}~=,, fo(x) = u(x), 
fl(x) = Y(X). generuted by Algorithm 1 we haue 
L+,(x) = u~-~s,_~(x), 1 6 i GL - 1. 
In conclusion, our fraction-free scheme for Bezoutian triangularization 
yields a fast method to compute the sub-resultant chain of U(X) and u(x) over 
the integral domain Z. The Overall tost is 0(n2v(n log nc)) Boolean opera- 
tions, where c here denotes an upper bound on the magnitude of the coeffi- 
cients of the input polynomials. For comparison, the sub-resultant prs 
method by Akritas [l], based on the triangularization of the resultant matrix, 
requires 0(n3v(n log x)) Boolean operations since it is based on an unstruc- 
tured Version of Gaussian elimination. Differently, the sub-resultant method of 
[8] uses a fast elimination procedure but, however, a quadratic coefficient 
growth tan occur so slowing down the Overall Boolean tost. The Same criticism 
applies to the algorithms of [16]. 
5. Conclusions and further extensions 
We have Seen that the Bareiss variant of Gaussian elimination tan be ap- 
plied to factoring a permuted Bezoutian keeping unchanged the structural 
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properties of the Schur complements. This provides a fast division-free algo- 
rithm for computing a polynomial remainder sequence of two polynomials 
with c-bit integer coefficients within the Boolean complexity bound 
O(n2v(nlognc)). 
The Same result trivially holds for polynomials having coefficients over a 
general integral domain, say Z[y], for 4/ = (J+ , . . . , yq) being a set of indetermi- 
nates. 
We observe that, due to the permutation matrices Jm,, _m, used at the general 
Stage of the algorithm, the sequence of polynomials J(x) that is obtained in this 
way is not a Sturm sequence. In other words, because of the permutations, the 
matrix factorization cannot be transformed into an LDLT one. 
In Order to obtain a Sturm sequence we have to Change the sign of A(x) ac- 
cording to the values of mi+l - mf. In fact, det Jk = -1 for k = 2 mod 4 or 
k = 3 mod 4, while det Jk = 1 otherwise. Differently, by means of a slight 
Change in the permutation strategy, it is possible to obtain right away a Sturm 
sequence without taking care about the sign of the permutations. The idea re- 
lies on applying a suitable Permutation both to the rows and to the columns of 
JBJ so that the Schur complement obtained in this way is structurally un- 
changed. This strategy also leads to a method for computing the LDLT factor- 
ization of a permuted Bezoutian that is a useful tool in the Solution of root- 
localization Problems [24]. More precisely, without loss of generality assume 
that q = mi+l - mi > 1 and consider the q x q leading principal submatrix 
Q4”” of Q’“” wh ic is a lower triangular (with respect to the anti-diagonal) h 
Hanke1 matrix. Unlike Algorithm 1, where we apply the row permutation Jq 
to the matrix Qp) . m Order to find the triangular matrix J,Qp), here we apply 
the circulant Permutation 
. . 
0 
0 
1 
both to the columns and to the rows of Q, @‘l), that is, we consider the matrix 
C4QyJC: having the structure 
aq al a2 . . . a,-1 
al 0 0 . . . 0 
c~Q$~cT= a2 0 0 . . . a, 
4 > 
. . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
aq-l 0 ai . . . aq_2 
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where the (q - 2) x (q - 2) trailing principal submatrix is a lower triangular 
Hanke1 matrix. 
The 2 x 2 leading principal submatrix of the above matrix is non-Singular, 
therefore it is possible to apply one step of 2 x 2 block Gaussian elimination 
in the Bareiss Version [2]. It is immediate to verify that the Schur complement 
obtained in this way coincides with the (q - 2) x (q - 2) trailing principal sub- 
matrix and no arithmetic Operation is needed in this computation. The permu- 
tation policy, together with the Schur complementation by means of block 
Gaussian elimination in the Bareiss Version, tan be recursively applied to the 
whole matrix Q(“i). In this way we arrive at the LDLT factorization of a permut- 
ed Bezoutian, where the same Permutation acts both on the rows and on the 
columns. Bounds to the growth of the lengths of the intermediate integers gen- 
erated by this scheme tan be given similarly to the ones of Section 3. 
An interesting application of the LU factorization of the permuted Bezout- 
ian Comes from the following formula (see [23]) that relates Bezoutians with the 
resultant or Sylvester matrix Yo of Eq. (4.2) 
where 
Given the LU decomposition of a permuted Bezoutian over the integers, the 
above formula enable us to solve a Sylvester System in 0(n2) arithmetic oper- 
ations by avoiding explicit divisions within the Overall Boolean tost 
O(n2v(n log w)). This fact finds applications in the Solution of polynomial 
congruences like z+)w(x) + u(x)z(x) = r(x) that tan be reduced to solving Syl- 
vester Systems. 
Another extension of our algorithm concerns computations with power se- 
ries remainder sequences and Pade fractions. Let us recall the following defini- 
tions from [8]. 
Definition 5.1. Let s be a non-negative integer. The power series q(x), R(x), 
where R(0) # 0 or R(x) = 0 are defined to be a power series pseudo-quotient 
and a pseudo-remainder, on power series pseudo-division of u(x) and v(x) with 
respect to s, if 
W(X) + q(x)u(x) = lf+‘p?(x) 
for some integer t > 0 and some non-Zero tl, fl E Z. 
(5.1) 
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Definition 5.2. Given power series u(x), u(x), and a non-negative integer s, a 
power series remainder sequence is the sequence {Si, Ri(X)}i,_,,o,,.,, where 
s-1 = 1, SO = S, R_,(x) = u(x), I&(x) = Y(X), and 
CCi+*Rj_l (X) + qi+l (X)Ri(X) = XFi+s’+‘Bi+lRi+l (X), i = 0, . . . , (5.2) 
where qi(x) and Ri+l (x) and Si+1 are, respectively, a power series pseudo-quo- 
tient, a pseudo-remainder and the scaling factor on pseudo-division of 
Ri_r(~) by Ri(x) with respect to Si. 
Let us first Point out the following: 
Remark 5.1. From the definition of Bezoutian it holds JB(u, u)J = B(U, ü), 
where G(x) = Xu(x-‘), U(x) = Xu(x-‘). Hence, in the light of Proposition 1.1 
the block LU factorization of the unpermuted Bezoutian B(u, o) corresponds to 
applying the Euclidean scheme to U(x) and C(x). 
Given two power series u(x) = x;y uix’, ug # 0, U(X) = ELF uix’, we may 
define the Bezoutian associated with U(X) and Y(X) as the infinite matrix 
B = (bi~)ij,,,2 ,,,, such that 
4xM.Y) - dY)u(x) 
X-Y 
= fJb,xi-lfl, 
ij= 1 
Moreover, the matrix Eq. (1.1) tan be easily extended to the case of power se- 
ries, where the four matrices involved are infinite, i.e., 
B(u, u) = 
Ul u2 . . . 
- 
[: 1 u2 . . . _.. . : : . . 
(5.3) 
Observe also that from the bilinearity of the Bezoutian B(u, u) associated 
with the power series a(x) and u(x), we have B(u, u) = B(u, 8), where 
V(X) = U(X) - 00/24024(X) = x, “i ‘, ux’ 1s such that V. = 0. Thus, without loss of 
generality we may assume that u. = 0. 
The following proposition tan be easily obtained by rephrasing in terms of 
power series the proof of the analogous result given in [4] in terms of polyno- 
mials, in the light of Remark 5.1. 
Proposition 5.1. Consider the power series u(x), U(X) such that ug # 0, 
ug = . . . = us,_1 = 0, us0 # 0. Then the leading principal submatrix (B(u, u))~, 
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of B(u, v) is non-Singular and the Schur complement S of (B(u, v)),~ in B(u, v) is 
such that S = S(X-~~V, w) where w(x) is the pseudo-remainder on power series 
pseudo-division of u(x) and v(x) with respect to so. 
The recursive application of the above proposition leads to the following re- 
sult. 
Proposition 5.2. Let u(x) and v(x) be the power series dejined in Proposition 5.1 
and {Si, R;(x)}~=_~,~,,., the power series remainder sequence of Definition 5.2, 
where s-1 = 1. Then, the k x k leadingprincipal submatrix of B = B(u, v) is non- 
Singular tf and only if there exists an integer i 2 0 such that k = SO + . . . + si. 
Moreover, the Schur complement Sk of Bk in B satisJies 
Sk = B(x-“‘Ri, Ri+l). 
Thus, from the above result, it follows that the LU (block) factorization of 
B(u, v) corresponds to compute the power series remainder sequence 
{Si,Ri(X)}i=-l,O,...’ f ( 1 d ( ), d o u x an v x an our algorithm of Section 3 tan be used 
to compute, for any n and m, the first n coefficients of Ri, i = 1,. . . , m. 
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